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Mi Santa Company

CONTIGO ME VOY
Two human beings, sharing their universes.

The intersection of two lives, trying to make one,
the simple, the uncomfortable, the repetitive, the unachievable things.

Blocked wishes intending to arise and confronting the expected.

Accompanying themselves in loneliness.
Different but together.
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Direction:                                                                                   Duration:
Paula Basso + Martin Samanna                                                                             25 minutes.

Contigo me voy:
A twenty five minutes length show, Two Spanish - Argentine artist, with more than ten years experience working on
stages. Using acrobatic technics mixed with trapeze, cyr wheel and their artistic universe.

 
Trailer:
https://youtu.be/YgKWtA3CfD8

Full Version:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hKUuBxPv_TQ

Mi Santa Company

CONTIGO ME VOY
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Mi Santa Company

Bio:

In 1996, she began her artistic training with the most recognized professional dance teachers and clowns of Argentina.
In 2002, she ventures into the circus world, being part of the circus company “La Arena “ directed by Gerardo
Hochman.
She forms in different disciplines such as Ramka, aerial silk and Chinese pole, and she specializes in fixed and duo
trapeze. Then, she starts her personal work with a trapeze, which results in her creation, “ CRUDA “, which forms part
of “Contigo me voy“. 

Professional Experience:

Signum - Theater “El Nacional” - Direction: Sean McKeown (Argentina)
Travelling - Cia "Arena"- Direction: Gerardo Hochman (Argentina - Mexico - Colombia - France)
Avalancha - Cia "Arena"- Direction: Gerardo Hochman (Argentina)
Da Vinci - Cia "Arena" - Direction: Gerardo Hochman (Argentina)
Vuela - Cia “Entre el cielo y la tierra” (Argentina)
Kamuflash - Cultural Center “Konex” - Direction: Gerardo Hochman.(Argentina)
Souvenir - Theater “Cervantes” - Direction: Gerardo Hochman (Argentina)
La que trae la desgracia - Show Cia “Aeroniñas” (Argentina)
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Bio:

Martín Samanna began his experience in the circus in 2005, training in the most recognized schools of Argentina.
From 2007 up to now, he´s travelled throughout Argentina, and several other countries, such as Colombia, Mexico,
Canada, France, Germany, Spain, Italy, developing different shows, along with companies like “La Arena” directed by
Gerardo Hochman, or “Innovacirco”.
Besides CYR Wheel, he specializes in the acrobatic floor, and other disciplines, such as Chinese pole and troup. 
At present, he presents his latest work “Alumen“, which forms part of “Contigo me voy“ 

Profesional experiece:

Signum - Theater “El Nacional” - Direction: Sean McKeown (Argentina)
Travelling - Cia "Arena"- Direction: Gerardo Hochman (Argentina - Mexico - Colombia - France)
Avalancha - Cia "Arena"- Direction: Gerardo Hochman (Argentina)
Leonardo Tp n1 - Cia "Arena" - Direction: Gerardo Hochman (Argentina - Colombia)
Juan Moreira - Ballet Folcklorico Nacional (Argentina)
Sanos y Salvos - Direction: Gerardo Hochman (Argentina)
Troup - Cia “Caray circo”. (Argentina) 
Souvenir - Theater “Cervantes” - Direction: Gerardo Hochman (Argentina)
Tigrou - Show – Cia “Innovacirco” (Argentina - Uruguay).


